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Rise of Tarnished Kings [ STEAM ] As an avatar of the legendary sword lord Siraidn, it is the duty of
the Elden Lord to protect the people of the Lands Between. To uphold the land in the absence of the
Elden Lord, the responsibility is entrusted to twelve knights. In the future, the Elden Lord’s role will
be replaced by twenty knights known as the Tarnished Knights. The order of Tarnished Knights is
scattered by the darkness of the Forsaken Fortress. You are entrusted to hand over the people of the
Lands Between to the Elden King, the order’s prophet, and promise to protect the people to rid the
lands from the darkness of the Forsaken Fortress. In order to reclaim this role, you must collect the
legendary Elden Sword and enter the Lands Between as the Tarnished Knights. Elden Ring [ STEAM ]
A brand new fantasy action RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of
the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. The game world in which you play
is an expansive map where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex
and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. Whether you want to spend your days
hunting monsters or resting in the forests, journey, build up your strength and grow your skills
through the daily story quests, participate in a variety of guilds to strengthen your party, or
challenge other players in the online world, you can enjoy the seamless gameplay wherever you go.
Meanwhile, a fantasy drama born from a myth is unfolding in the game. If you choose to follow the
story, the other players will appear before you as spirits that you can interact with as your guide.
Game Features: • A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast world where open fields with a variety of
situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly
connected. • Create your Own Character In addition to customizing the appearance of your
character, you can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop
your character according to your play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a
strong warrior, or mastering magic. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered story told in
fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands
Between. • Unique Online Play that Lo

Elden Ring Features Key:
Deep Story

An epic fantasy adventure you can start in at just the beginning. Explore a vast world where
open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-
dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering
unknown and overwhelming threats awaits you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment.
A Vast World Full of Excitement
Combine weapons, armor, and magic and customize your character.
The sense of adventure is strengthened through differences in the world.

Customizable Equipment

A multitude of weapons and armor which change their appearances or stats depending on
the layout and decoration of the character's body. By increasing your strength, you can
increase the weapons' durability but also decrease the number of head or arms slots, and
vice versa.
Unique armor and weapon types are created, for example, a shield that can make facial
expressions like a human. The appearance, weight, and hardness of each armor piece can all
be modified.
Carry an infinite number of weapons so that you always have the perfect one for each
situation. Become equipped according to your combat style.
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Selective Ecstasy

A massive story with twists and turns coming one after another.
No part of the story can be completed without your consent, and every path has its own
shared potential. The onus is on you.
The development of the story occurs in an asynchronous fashion. This means that the
influence of other actors in the game can lead to great changes in your fates, no matter
where you may be.

Objective-Based Role Playing

Compete and live other's heart and mind. The fear of losing? Being afraid of losing? There's
almost none.
Carry out missions such as defeating monsters in battle so that you can use the money
earned to purchase more advanced weapons and armor. Be equipped with the weapons and
armor of the 
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RISE; ELDEN RING'S CAMPAIGN SYSTEM Explore the vast world of the Lands Between with a
variety of powerful Equipment Reach the rank of an Elden Lord by achieving strength and
strategic mastery Discover the story of an epic drama with multilayered contents in a fast-
paced game play The face of the legendary adventure The Elden Ring: GURANTEER OF THE
LAND BETWEEN is a new fantasy action RPG. It combines the distinctive features of the world
of the Lands Between and the unique online gameplay. The Lands Between are a world of
bizarre imaginary creatures. These worlds are connected by the Stars, a vast nebulous space
between the stars. However, a calamity has occurred, and everything is on the verge of ruin.
Strange voices which threaten the future of the Lands Between are repeating in the
darkness. There is a fiendish enemy who has laid siege to the Lands Between, and only the
Elden Ring, an elite squad of warriors dedicated to protecting the Lands Between, can come
to the rescue. But you cannot avoid the truth. In the Lands Between, you alone cannot bring
justice to the fallen. To make a name for yourself and create a legend, you will have to go
through the harsh and dangerous journey. Story of an Elden Ring campaign: As your party of
five members, you have just started the investigation of the death of the great leader of an
ancient civilization, and are wandering the Lands Between in search of the truth of the
mystery. The Lands Between has long been ridden with supernatural incidents and drama.
And now, one curious adventure beckons you. Rules: ・Complete the quests that you are
assigned to the indicated number of times. ・Reach the predetermined stage by finding the
goals and items that you are assigned to. ・If you collect the "Elden Ring" box in limited
content, you will receive a special item. ・If the box appears on the map and you collect it,
the box will be permanently available. ・The box can also be obtained by completing a task
and the box appears after the task is completed. ・You will not receive a box that is already
available on the map. ・You can also get the box by completing a quest. ・If you don't want to
complete certain tasks, you can do them when you have no specified obligations. ・The box
can also be obtained by completing a task and it
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What's new in Elden Ring:

[Story] They had been safely transported through the
portal to a rune. They searched around and woke up there,
but discovered they were on the wrong side. “What the
hell are we supposed to do now?” “If we can find some
way to return, we can at least try to save Celia-san.” The
three adventurers walked around in bewilderment while
investigating various places. “I wonder if this is it. Now
you two want to get in the thick of things, don’t you?” “If
we can return, Celia-san will get over her wayward
thoughts about us. She’ll be able to make amends with
us.” “So you truly have no interest in going back and
helping her?” A long silence filled the air and a gloomy
look was visible on the faces of the adventurers. “It’s not
that I had no motivation to go back, but…” “Why do you
always have a problem expressing what you’re thinking?
You can be really aggravating sometimes.” “I’ve reached
an important conclusion and I’m happy about it. I’m sorry
for not being straightforward, but…” “I won’t bother you
anymore.” After that, the three adventurers walked
through the winding deep underground passageways.
World Description Rune The runes of a world are the area
where the land and water collide, where everything comes
to a standstill. Explorers are provided the opportunity to
create their own Rune. Goryost which is situated in Rune-
the-Magma is a world that is threatened with destruction,
due to beings that manipulated time, for their own selfish
desires. This world is classified into bloodthirsty runes,
including the black as well as magma runes. To reach
these runes, travel along the paths of time. The Radius of
the Rune Rune Goryost Location: Proto City, Rune Area
Time: After the 5000th year (1500 AB) Runes from the
200th year (1450 AB) Place of Birth: Celia The One 
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Manja

game

: 

A NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG

: 

RISE, TARNISHED, AND BE GUIDED BY GRACE. 

MAKE YOUR ROLE IN THE LAND BETWEEN.

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG: RISE, TARNISHED, AND BE
GUIDED BY GRACE. HELP ME WAR WITH GRACE. ATTACK!
DEFEND! TAKE MULTIPLAYER TO THE NEXT LEVEL... 

That`s Just SOME of the Website FEATURES!... OR IT COULD BE
FOR FREE TOO! I`m thinking about it, I`m thinking about it...
Don`t I think so?... I mean, I`ve never asked for anything, have
I?

DRAW ON MY BACK!
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